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Entertainment

Alex keeled over just asRosannh
arrived. Margo told Caleb the
ransom money was turning up at
Riverside Mall. To Caleb's
dismay, he was forced to arrest
Emma as a suspect. Sam angrily
told Lucinda they're not sisters.
But Lucinda plotted to prove they
arc. Damian flew to Rome after
Cal chastised him for how he
treated Lily. Wait to see:
Larry finds a clue to why he lost
the Texas job.

BOLD AND THE
BEAUTIFUL: After realizing
Lauren was still alive, Sheila
tried to kill her again, but Lauren
filled James in on the whole
Sheila story. Later, as James
approached Eric's office, Sheila
knocked him out and had Mike
take him to the secret room
former owner Harry Houdini built
under Eric's house. Brooke
reached out to the hospital
"volunteer" (unaware she was
really Taylor) to thank her for
raising Ridge's spirits. Wait to
see: Anthony fears he may be
blamed for sending Macy letters
from the mysterious"IRV."

DAYS OF OUR LIVES:
Stefano took Mariana from the
hospital to a new hideout,
unaware the devil-badrigained-
ecouref-over her. ,:eithattandur.
the "Mamie " eertifieit'e for

ALL MY CHILDREN:
Taylor stopped Noah's escape
from the hospital, although he
insisted a police guard would put
him in more jeopardy. Maria and
Edmund discussed having
children. Taylor tried to hide her
attraction to Noah as they awaited
the hitman. Kendall and Corvina
snuck into Wildwind to plant
their forged letter. Later, a
panicked Kendall hid as Dimitri
caught Corvina. Shots rang out
as Noah tried to send Julia away.
Wait to see: Janet moves into
the next phase of her revenge.

ANOTHER WORLD: The
bullet that shot Grant was
retrieved. Bailey denied
Madeline's accusations about his
"fondness" for young girls. John
resigned from the hospital after
Morgan was suspended for the
care he gave Grant when he was
shot. Frankie had bad vibes
about not going with Sharlene to
meet Linette. Meanwhile, a
shocked Sharlene found Bailey
waiting for her. Annie fainted
when Rachel and Josie arrived for
the reception. Wait to see:
Bailey and Grant work out
another "scheme."

AS THEWORLD
TURNS: Alex and Mike's
confrontation turned ugly, atOt

Vivian and Victor, Kate said she
would take this proof of
deception to Victor. Vivian laced
her coffee with sleeping pills, but
Kate's pilot drank it and crashed
the plane. Bo and Gina
deciphered Roman's notes on
Stefano. Kate tried to swim for
help for the pilot, but disappeared
in the dangerous waters. An
anguished Vivian and Ivan tried
to find the downed plane. InLos
Angeles, Tyrone got Austin out
of the way with a phony lead on
Sami so he could be alone with
Carrie. Tyrone then locked
Carrie away, determined to make
her one of his "girls." Wait to
see: Vivian makes a bold move.

GENERAL HOSPITAL:
Kevin was upset at Lucy's
involvement in Luke's sting.
Emily was welcomed to the
Quartermaines' home and later
met Lucky. Felicia and Tony
discussed moving on with their
lives. Brenda imagined Sonny
would give her an engagement
ring at her party. A.J. butt into
Jason and Keesha's date.
*Brenda's party resulted in a lot of
rude awakenings. Walt to see:
Alan faces a dilemma about
Monica's hoaxmits.GAWOII46 Eve
NM* abiaNdfdo4troy their

H.B.'s girlfriend, Linda,
announced they were goingon a
trip around the world. She then
gave Josh a letter from H.B. with
a P.S. for Vanessa to marry
Matt. After reviewing Eve's
medical tests, Ed left a message
for his son, Dr. Rick Bauer.
Later, Ed heard an "intruder," who
turned out to be Rick (Michael
O'Leary). Dinah got a
mysterious phone call. Ross
caught blake with her bugging
equipment. Wait to see: Eve
makes a decision.

LOVING: Cooper and Steffi
were unaware that Deborah had
been rushed to the hospital.
Meanwhile, Ava was curious
about Kate's friend from the past,
Neal. After learning about her
mother's illness, Steffi told
Cooper she can't go to Paris with
him. Jacob was overcome with
traumatic memories. Charles
called the FBI to check out
Jacob's records. Wait to see:
Clay makes a momentous
decision.

crushed whenDavid said he loved
Dorian all along. Bo was forced
to release Dorian after Jean
recanted Viki's statement about
Dorian's confession. Wait to
see:• Jean's act to protect
Princess may endanger Viki.

YOUNG AND THE
RESTLESS: Ryan told Nina
he'll accept any decision she
makes about whether or not to
have a baby at this time.
Victoria taunted Cole about
meeting with his "bitchy
girlfriend editor." Douglas tried
to get Hope to return to Genoa
City, but she insisted on waiting
until Cliff was out of danger.
Paul had a strange feeling about
whether Danny really fathered
young Danny. On the phone,
Phyllis quietly •thanked her lab
technician friend, Sasha, for what
she did for her. Chris let Keemo
put a Vietnamese friendship ring
on her finger, and considered his
request that she wear it at least a
month. Jill "rewarded"

ONE LIFE TO LIVE: something nice Silva did by
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